W
hen I began in the history business more than four decades ago (declaring a history major at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1959) , typewriters and slide rules were the student-owned technologies commonly used for coursework. More often than not, in my experience, professor's notes were handwritten, some few on the proverbial yellowed paper. By the time I started my doctoral dissertation at Indiana University (1966) punched cards (for sorting in large mainframe computers) and photocopiers had made their presence felt, albeit only in a very limited way: Carbon paper, erasable bond, and holograph notes remained de rigueur. Perfect, uncorrected typescript on expensive rag paper was mandatory for my dissertation (1971) . This had changed but little by the time microcomputers 1 had invaded college campuses in the later 1970s. History Microcomputer Review (HMR) began publication in 1985, a time of transition when historians were wont to write essays (a) decrying this alien invasion and vowing never to relinquish their Underwoods or (b) intoning the virtues of word processing for revising and printing scholarly essays. So much else was happening, in fact, that HMR's raison d'être was to discuss uses for office and classroom software, original and off-the-shelf applications, to bring imagination and need together and prevent reinvention. By 1987, when the Organization of American Historians used a FIPSE (Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education) grant to sponsor a workshop in academic computing, the number of historians using computers had grown considerably. A half-dozen years later, with the advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web, what had been a novelty became a necessity. 2 The general assignment given the participants in the Domesday study featured in this issue was to survey the state of academic computing in history in their geographic areas: the Americas, Asia, Australia, Canada, Europe, and United States. By the very nature of the profession, it would be difficult for anyone to know all of what was going on, even all the significant developments, for sadly we are far too compartmentalized in our specialties these days. Their charge was to inform themselves as much of possible about promising initiatives in computer-aided research projects and computer-based teaching. As a counterpoint to the survey, however, they were to reflect on their own situation, their own applications of this new 3 force in scholarship and teaching. The aim was coverage and selective depth that historians (and others) could know where we have come and where we seem to be going.
As my contribution to this endeavor, I thought it would be useful to sketch how computing has affected my life as a practicing historian.
TEACHING
I deliver every class session of my U.S. History survey (first half) by means of PowerPoint slides displaying images, graphs, quotations, and text (I violate the so-called rules of PowerPointing as often as I can 4 ) or a computer simulation (now down to two, one on the progress of Native American cultures from nomadic bands to imperial states and the other reflecting the choices that shaped early Virginia, 1607-1613 5 ). In addition, my course syllabus, documents for in-class discussion, opinion questions for student journals, and related materials are on Blackboard, saving reams of paper. My stripped-down textbook maintains its maps, images, and documents online.
6 One of two supplemental books, Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography, students can access freely online from many sources. Quizzes covering documentary readings for class discussion, short weekly essay tests that I have substituted for midcourse examinations, and writing-to-learn journals still employ paper for composition. Through a process of accretion this general education class (majors are rare) has become dependent on students having access to a networked computer and sitting in a "smart" 7 classroom. Acquisition of the latter by the History Department in the fall of 2003 served as the catalyst for this transformation, though I have used visuals in my teaching (slides for nearly every lecture, projected microfilm) since the late 1960s and computer simulations since the late 1970s.
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My graduate class in "Historical Research and Historiography" has this semester, by virtue of a Teaching American History (TAH) grant that promised delivery of a full master's degree, 9 become a class conducted entirely by means of Blackboard. All the assignments can be found there, Blackboard's Digital Drop Box acts as the two-way conduit for students' written work, and I distribute grade reports (anonymously) using Blackboard's e-mail facility. In addition, the syllabus and all assignments, plus my full résumé, are stashed there.
My third class this semester, another section of "Historiography" intended for regularly enrolled graduate students, duplicates the TAH version, save that I am available at class times for personal consultations, while the grant students-all full-time teachers in southeast Kansas-have access by means of e-mail, a facility of which they take full advantage. Unlike the survey course, the online version of this theory-and-practice class came into being for a specific need at a specific time, yet the basic concept was not entirely new. A decade ago it became necessary to offer this course to a student whose situation required that he take it a summer I had arranged to spend in London researching, so I accomplished it through the mail. More recently a graduate student's job schedule changed-he was commuting from Oklahoma-and he could no longer make it to class, so I personalized the course for him so he could do it using e-mail. Last fall, the Army decided another graduate student needed to spend quality time in Texas in the middle of the semester, so he too received an off-campus version. In a way, then, this course, like our delivered M.A., evolved, though the immediate impetus was that Teaching American History grant.
Other courses I regularly offer, "Colonial America," the "American Revolution," the "History of U. S. Presidents," and "U. S. History in Film and Fiction," are similarly adapted to the media-classroom environment and make use of Blackboard. This will also be true for two new classes in the spring of 2005, an undergraduate "Senior Seminar" and a graduate "Seminar in American History" covering "Dirty Tricks and Mudslinging: Hardball Presidential Politics, 1796-1976." In 1987, none of this was more than a faint glimmer, possibly real or a mirage, despite the fact that networking was on the horizon. 10 Yet such is the state of history instruction that I am by no means in the vanguard in any of the teaching-related activities mentioned here, save possibly in my continuing emphasis on contingency in history, which I address, in part, by means of simulations.
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KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES: ONLINE
H-Net's many listservs 12 keep me informed about issues of scholarship (H-OIEAHC is by far the busiest group to which I belong, thanks to the unceasing efforts of Western Michigan Professor John D. Saillant) and teaching (H-SURVEY, H-TEACH, H-AHC, and H-OEM). As a means of exploring the ubiquity (or not) of the computer among my colleagues, I archived every substantive message for the H-Net listservs to which I subscribe for four months, April through July.
13 Each posting I then evaluated (see Table 1 ) for the degree to which it depended on computing, other than the obvious fact it would not have existed save for the Internet: not at all (conference announcements, calls for papers); a topic made possible by the computer (queries, contributions to a discussion); or a computer-specific matter (discussions of online teaching problems, finding appropriate web sites, software issues).
Not surprisingly, matters involving computers, whether for teaching or scholarship, are central to the concerns of these history listservs. H-OIEAHC, which is centered on scholarly activities, involves a great many postings that do not depend on the computer for anything other than transmission of the information. Nevertheless, this suggests that computing has become a way of life for many professionals. Those of us championing this new technology in 1987 could scarcely have dreamed how significantly networking would enliven, enlighten, and interlink the professorate. 
KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES: PRINT
How useful has the computer become for publication? 15 The small sampling shown in Table 2 , based on personal subscriptions to The Journal of American History (JAH), The Journal of Southern History (JSH), and The William and Mary Quarterly (WMQ), suggests traditional approaches retain their appeal. I have adopted the following categories for this informal study: essays that exist to explain a computer-generated study (a database or spreadsheet, for example); an article that made use of a chart, graph, statistical analysis, and/ or table to tell its story (admittedly a very low threshold); and an article that did none of these things.
I am not arguing that most or many of the articles that appeared in these journals could have or should have made use of a spreadsheet, database, or other computer tool. Rather, my purpose is simply to record the state of the art. As practiced today, historians generally demonstrate that the new applications the computer put on our desktops, which in former years were housed in an office somewhere and staffed by technicians, have not become commonplace among a cross-section of scholars. 16 Although historians might conduct day-to-day business by means of e-mail and listservs, when they turn to writings that may gain them tenure, promotion, fame, and modest fortune, they do not imagine the computer as having much to offer in telling their stories. The current situation was not our expectation in 1987, though time alone will reveal if we oversold or the professorate has underutilized these new means for narrative and analysis.
ONE SCHOLAR'S ACTIVITY
After pondering this manifest inapplicability of computer tools for helping real-world historians execute the defining act of scholarship, I wondered if these results characterized my own endeavors. In other words, how much has it become a part of the way I go about being a historian today? (2004) we began to deliver copy to the printer by means of files saved on disk and not hard copy, though everything from making contacts with authors to managing subscriptions and creating the index has utilized a computer for more than a decade. 18 In short, my editorial responsibilities have been and continue to be heavily engaged with academic computing.
SOCIAL SCIENCE COMPUTER REVIEW
Among my active research and writing projects, the computer has a slightly diminished role. Of seven articles in progress (six in the finished-but-fermenting stage and one in development 19 ) on early American history, four include tables for displaying information to further the analysis. That percentage is greater by far than that of my colleagues in the journal study reported above. One of them also includes four maps of early Virginia that I created from scrubbing Captain John Smith's original and adding my own findings using Adobe's Photoshop. 20 Another ongoing project, NWCON, 21 involves cataloguing every contact between a European newcomer or a resident of the new United States with Native Americans by means of entries that can be read into a spreadsheet or database, depending on the needs of the user of these data. The other continuing study, one I began more than a decade ago and return to sporadically, charts agreement and disagreement in the Philadelphia Convention. The latter relies on rather sophisticated charting-not number crunching-that only the computer can provide to reveal what was going on and which delegations were in accord or in conflict as the Constitution progressed toward completion.
In short, my own scholarship mirrors that revealed by the first of the surveys above: The computer has become a key factor in my life as a historian. The computer has taken me into topics either unexplored or inadequately revealed, and I have not, like my peers, remained rooted in unadorned text for what I do. I am never far from my computer. Although I constantly jot small notes to myself, my writing takes place by means of a word processor. I am, as earlier in this short article, given to incorporating tables and spreadsheets. I am on many occasions required to reference online repositories of documents and miscellaneous information (I do not want to recall how we ever got along without the Net's infinite supply of factoids, documents, definitions, biographical sketches, images, journal articles, books no longer subject to copyright, and so on, a good portion of which holds up to scrutiny but not to charges of blatant theft from another online source). Could I accomplish most of this with a typewriter, looking things up in my ever-larger personal library, trips to the library (its catalogue no longer maintained with cards) and interlibrary loan orders (facilitated by online catalogues of distant repositories and databases of the articles themselves), and possibly by phone calls and letters? Of course. Could I do so as quickly and as effortlessly? Absolutely not. The computer and its applications have added complexity to my life as a scholar; however, they have extended my reach (in both directions) tremendously and enriched it immeasurably. I do not want to live without it, nor would most scholars these days. And that is the biggest change of all.
OVER THE HORIZON
Residents of post-Conquest England cannot have been terribly pleased with the auguries when they met the original Domesday surveyors, any more than those apprised that "an order went out from Caesar Augustus that there was to be a numbering of all the world" (Luke 2:24). The accounting presented in these pages suggests that historians have begun to Schick / COMING OF AGE IN COMPUTING 147 embrace this technology for teaching and scholarship, but that the examples are more isolated than universal and the habit of turning to computer tools is far from ingrained. It may well be, however, that cooperative studies, whether of historians and social scientists-notably geographers-or of researchers creating large data sets to piece together the elusive bits that today merely tantalize, will help to move this forward. The current discussion of objectivity (impossible and undesirable even as a goal for that reason, say some; admirable even if imperfectly realized, say others) and deconstruction (who and what matters?) will surely not do so. Social history, because it must reconstruct lives from bits of evidence, whether text or tangible, should encourage historians to resort to computer applications. The bifurcation of the historical profession, split between those whose affinities are more aligned with social scientists and are more comfortable with numbering things and those who view themselves as humanists and insist the study of people can get lost in the aggregate, undoubtedly plays a role in determining who has and who has not yet enthusiastically embraced our new capabilities. As a humanist myself, I am impatient for the others to realize the power they could have in gaining a greater understanding of the world in which those individuals lived and acted.
With regard to teaching, we have become so overgrown with trees that getting an appreciation of the forest becomes more and not less difficult. Organizational efforts have been a part of this endeavor for a long time 22 ; however, more remains to be done. For instance, we need better access to historical images by means of a central directory. 23 Similarly, it's about time someone devoted web space to organizing historical audio clips in the public domain. Even more crucial, historians should lobby film studios holding shorts and full-length features to share the bits and pieces that a history teacher might use to create a time and place 24 ; these too need to be categorized and made available.
Yet to return to the gloomy note with which I began this squint into the future, there are developments lurching in our direction-a campaign against tenure, budgetary pressures to increase class size and teaching loads and diminish the number of full-time faculty, appropriate desires for assessment that can become inroads on academic freedom, a legitimate intention to remove bias from the classroom that could reduce education to indoctrination, and reliance on overworked and undervalued adjunct teachers, among others-that may bring changes to the profession of history that give many of the initiatives which these pages document an odd quaintness of the "good years" before World War I. If those who chart the course of higher education insist on replacing reason with rote and the pursuit of knowledge with packaging the known, then the endeavors discussed here may prove an evolutionary dead end.
NOTES
1. The term chosen to distinguish them from computers, those room-sized monsters bequeathed by World War II. Later they became personal computers or PCs, and now they are computers, and the others are super-computers. Desktop computers in the offices of most professors today have greater speed and computing power than most of the Brontosaurs of the 1950s.
2. So many fine computer publications, Academic Computing and Collegiate Microcomputer being two among many, have disappeared. HMR (History Microcomputer Review), later renamed History Computer Review (HCR), lasted till the spring of 2003. That the Social Science Computer Review (SSCR) has remained robust for all these years is a credit to its founder and to those professionals willing to share their expertise with others.
3. How difficult it is to say "new" about this technology now, so ubiquitous has it become. Yet it continues to evolve, though few new genres of applications have reached the market in recent years, some older means (BASIC, HyperCard) of creating software are nearing extinction, and competing products (in word processing, spreadsheets, and databases, for instance) have disappeared. Muzzy Lane Software (2004) markets historical simulations for education as if it had pioneered the concept, a proposition belied by nearly every issue of HMR and HCR and dozens of history teachers; see Schick (1990) , particularly the list of 31 simulations. (2003) for a critical assessment of the way this technology can dumb-down content. As a good bad example of this (constructed to do so, of course), see Norvig's (2004) Gettysburg Address done with PowerPoint. So much more useful could this environment become for developing tutorials if it implemented basic mathematical functions (why should one not be able to add, subtract, multiply, or divide numbers inputted by the user on screen or even tally right and wrong answers?), sophisticated branching (if you select A and B, you go to screen X, B, and C to screen Y, and A and C to screen Z), or hot links to allow the user to e-mail words typed into a text box on screen? Unfortunately, this software facilitates a generally authoritarian approach to education. While the so-called pen and highlight features permit the user to mark on the screen and save the result, one cannot print that page without exiting the presentation. With greater flexibility, PowerPoint could serve a variety of learning styles.
See Tufte
5. Over the years I have programmed dozens of historical simulations for classroom use, including one on the writing and ratification of the Constitution for a grant from the Commission on the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution in 1987. The power we used to have in creating applications-BASIC in its various iterations and HyperCard empowered countless untechie history teachers-has receded significantly, strangled by companies with other interests to serve. HTML and PowerPoint, for instance, are 98-pound weaklings by comparison. The claustrophobic environments of Blackboard and similar products also stifle creativity. Of the two simulations I still have room for, the former began life as an Apple II application invented by a team of Wisconsin anthropologists. The latter, "James Towne in Virginia," was a rules-based classroom game of mine that Dr. Martin Campion of Pittsburg State University's History Department, now retired, converted for the TRS-80 and, later, the DOS world. I have a HyperCard version nearing completion, a labor rapidly approaching that of developing classroom activities for a slide rule. My earliest applications used Radio Shack's Color Computer, which had its own version of BASIC.
6. Do textbook publishers' web ancillaries reflect a commitment to education or only the bottom line? Told of an egregious gaffe (substituting the anonymous letter that precipitated the Newburgh Crisis in 1783 for General George Washington's address to the soldiers that defused it) in the summer of 2003, one major publisher has yet (January 2005) to change its ancillary site. I wonder how a student can answer the first essay question ("How is Washington's advice different from what the officers had planned to do?") other than to say he varied not a jot or tittle.
7. Anyone who has struggled to coordinate this technology-ideally a networked computer, VCR/DVD player, LCD projector, and possibly an Elmo-knows this is a profoundly ironic term.
8. The first memorable program was an early version of Oregon Trail for the TRS-80-employing a terribly unreliable and slow-loading cassette tape drive to store its bits and bytes-that required shooters of game or desperados to type words such as POW or ZING (this was an era when lowercase was unavailable) on command, with the computer measuring the time between the word's first appearance on screen and its execution to determine the effectiveness of the shot. It was a heady experience, a defining entry point to contingency and empathy for students.
9. Pittsburg State's History Department has committed itself to delivering all the credits needed for an M.A. online. According to an official at the American Historical Association in a personal communication, save for programs intended for military personnel, this is the first graduate degree in history offered at a distance to students in the United States (transmission may be accomplished variously via the web and e-mail, and in special cases the U.S. Postal Service). This initiative grew out of the grant but was, in fact, a direction in which the department had already been heading.
10. Telecommunications, as it was called then, had begun. A leader in that endeavor was fellow FIPSEworkshopper and author of an article in this collection, Richard Slatta: see Slatta (1986a Slatta ( , 1986b .
11. If not a trend, there is at least a growing awareness of the relevance of such considerations (Fischer, 2004, pp. 364-367) ; however, much remains to be done (Schick, 2003) .
12. At present there are nearly 150 of them, reaching more than 100,000 subscribers in 90 countries, with 6 devoted to aspects of African history alone, for instance. H-SOZ-U-KULT ("Liste fuer Sozial-undKulturgeschichte") is the largest, with more than 10,000 at this writing, followed by EDTECH (more than 5,000), H-ARTHIST, H-ASIA, H-DIPLO, H-MUSEUM, and H-WOMEN (all more than 3,000), 11 more with more than 2,000 subscribers, and 31 others with more than 1,000.
13. Presumably the summer months are a down time, but so far (October 2004) I see only a very slight uptick in the volume.
14. In this last endeavor I should certainly mention George Mason University's History News Network (2004), publications such as History Matters (Gevinson, Schrum, & Rosenzweig, 2005) , and the bound-in CDs of documents and web sites with study guides, multimedia clips, links, helps for research, and the like that have become routine for history textbooks (Goldfield et al., 2005 , is but one example) and some ancillaries, such as After the Fact (Davidson & Lytle, 2005) .
15. There are now, of course, journals that exist only online (Common-Place), others that offer subscriptions to the online and print versions separately (Past and Present is one), and many more that are archived digitally (as by JSTOR) or made available (e.g., by Thomson Gale) even though the original may have been produced as printed text (Midwest Quarterly is one).
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16. I selected journals as providing a better view of the discipline than books because these periodicals comprehend essays by the young and the restless as well as the tried and true.
17. With volume 19: It contained 12 new articles and reprints of three groups of essays envisioning the future of historical computing.
18. We now have a web site created and maintained by the English Department. 19. Six involve contacts between Europeans and Indians (from Hernan Cortés to Captain John Smith and the settlers of Plymouth Plantations) to demonstrate that unorthodox questions can produce results interesting to students of early American history. The seventh deals with the formative years of Benjamin Franklin's life in an equally unexpected way. All of them are intended to show that interaction with longer documents, as opposed to the snippets in fashion today among those marketing source readers for students, can engage the mind and encourage the skills required for becoming a historian more effectively than the fragments usually placed before them. This SSCR essay is consistent with the conclusions presented here about my scholarly writing.
20. Maps are more likely to appear in books than scholarly articles, though a great many of them would benefit from establishing the spatial relationships. Although singling out the following unfairly ostracizes their authors, they demonstrate my point. The Gould (2003) and Churchill (2003) Owens (2003) , on the research begun by Matthew Ciolek of Australian National University, Canberra. NWCON's variables comprehend many more parameters associated with this contact than does Ciolek's (116 vs. 21 in the 4.95 version) and afford inputting the result to a spreadsheet or database, while his works only with the latter. Anyone interested in a copy (and for that matter in contributing to the evolution of the system or expanding the research) should contact me. 23. Google's image searches are a lifesaver; however, the intrusion of pornography corrupts far too many searches. With the "SafeSearch" off, "saint" produced 557 actual images (of 1,100,000 Google reported), some of them definitely unsaintly, and 621 thumbnails (of 1,040,000) in the "Moderate" and "Strict" searches. Why should the unfiltered search display so many fewer images? With such results, gauging the effectiveness of any search becomes difficult. This significant resource needs fine-tuning.
24. Apparently a still photograph depicting a river crossing from the 1932 film, The Big Trail, was taken for an authentic photo of the Santa Fe Trail (Snell, 1981) . As long as the user establishes the source of the image in question and has access to expert advice about its authenticity, I see nothing wrong in including these re-created elements in teaching. Establishing shots, necessary filler for the filmmaker to fix the locale, could be quite useful for these purposes. Indeed, I hope Hollywood will understand this as an opportunity to profit from and advertise films that it could not otherwise market successfully.
